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ABSTRACT In this paper, an efficient spectrum forecasting model is developed to estimate the required
spectrum and calculate the spectrum gap in future. This developed model is essentially based on five main
metrics and one constant. The five main metrics are the currently available spectrum, sites number growth,
data traffic growth, average network utilization, and spectrum efficiency growth. The constant metric is
considered to give a space for our model to be used in another country or when a new technology is
coming. This developed model is then used to forecast the required spectrum and spectrum gap for Malaysia
in 2020. The estimation is performed based on the input market data of four main mobile telecommunication
operators in Malaysia: Maxis, Celcom, Digi, and U-Mobile. The input data for this model are collected
from various sources, such as the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission, OpenSignal,
Analysys Mason, GSMA, and HUAWEI. The results indicate that by 2020, Malaysia will require around
307 MHz of additional spectrum to fulfill the enormous increase of mobile data demands. Addressing this
increment can be achieved by launching additional spectrum bands, enhancing spectrum efficiency, off-
loading mobile data to unlicensed bands or deploying more site numbers.

INDEX TERMS Mathematical forecasting spectrum model, forecasting required spectrum, spectrum gap,
Malaysia’s spectrum in future.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past several years, the use of mobile data services
has broadly and rapidly increased, becoming an essential
and necessary addition in the lives of most mobile cellular
users [1], [2]. Mobile data services are widely used by users,
Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications [3]–[14], and Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) connections [15]–[23]. The reason for
this massive growth is due to several factors that effectively
contribute to increasing mobile data demands. One of the
main factors include the massive and diverse developments of
new portable devices such as smart phones, tablets, laptops,
e-book readers, gaming consoles and dongles [24], [25]. They
have led to the evolution of various mobile applications,
which cover numerous areas of a user’s life; e.g. the social,
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educational, information, news, science, health, trading, etc.
Most mobile applications must have connection to the inter-
net to be fully functional, which leads to an increase in
mobile data demands. In addition, the escalation of video
streaming (which has become an effectively employed tool
for life learning, news, entertainment and other purposes)
further leads to increased mobile data demands. The rapid
growth of IoT applications and M2M connections are two
other effective factors that contribute to additional mobile
data demands [2], [15], [26]–[30]. The IoT was titled as the
upcoming industrial revolution in mobile telecommunication
systems. It has begun to significantly grow and will influence
the way businesses and customers interact with the physical
world [2], [27], [31]–[36]. Similarly, M2M is also notice-
ably growing [16], [37]; Machina Research predicted that
worldwideM2M connections will expand from five to 27 bil-
lion between the years 2014 and 2024, with the Compound
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Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 18% [38]. Thus, in the next
five years, IoT applications and M2M connections will be
the largest market worldwide. With the significant expansion
of mobile connections, mobile applications, IoT applications
and M2M connections, there is the forthcoming require-
ment for new mobile telecommunication systems to permit
a straightforward connection to the system for every single
user, including high-performance quality for all services. This
massive exposure will widen the scope of mobile applications
and all mobile services to be rapidly shared, generating a
remarkable upgrade to the Mobile Broadband (MBB) expe-
rience. This, in turn, will boost the number of customers
who access mobile telecommunication systems, creating a
further need for larger economies of scale, as well as, lesser
prices per bit. As several business models arise with various
advertising methods (media) and mobile services with M2M
connections, augmented reality and live gaming, an equally
useful circumstance should be developed for mobile ser-
vice providers. New organisations, ecosystems and strategic
associations are predictable as mobile operators, mobile
application developers and others try to adapt to the video
activities that pass through mobile telecommunication net-
works. Operators must solve the issue of efficiently mon-
etising video activity while expanding infrastructure capital
expenditures. They must further be active and capable of
quickly changing courses, while delivering innovative ser-
vices to involve new mobile applications and services for
customers. As the unhindered internet administrative proce-
dures and operators’ business models expand, there is the
neglected customer requests for higher connections, down-
load speeds and peak quality. Currently, mobile telecom-
munication technologies aim to offer experiences formerly
accessible only through wired networks, however, the follow-
ing few years will be crucial for regulators, operators and
mobile service providers to strategize the future spectrum
for mobile telecommunication network deployments capable
of fulfilling data demands. For that, implementing the next
generations of mobile cellular networks, the Fifth Genera-
tion (5G) [39]–[42] and Sixth Generation (6G), will require
more capacity and greater data rate to efficiently support all
customer usage trends, enable massive IoT applications and
M2M services [3], [43], [44], as well as, preserve mobile
infrastructure prices within proper limits.
From this brief review, it can be concluded that the inter-

est for MBB data will continue to grow in the near future.
Although the rate of this growth is tough to determine, it can
be predicted through the utilisation of developed forecasting
models. These forecasting models provide an indication con-
cerningmobile data growth and the required spectrum needed
for the future [45]. Therefore, forecasting MBB Data Traffic
Growth and the required licensed MBB spectrum will yield
a valuable perception of the general trends in MBB growth.
Furthermore, forecasting the mobile data traffic and licensed
MBB spectrum is a significant tool that can be employed to
direct regulators and mobile operators on the relevant strate-
gies for tackling future demands of the forthcoming-required

spectrum and deploying the future MTNs. For that, several
forecasting models were developed to predict mobile data
traffic, and were then used to forecast the required licensed
MBB spectrum. Some of the developed models used to fore-
cast mobile data demands include the Delphi model [46],
data translation model [47], combining time series models for
forecasting [48], the Sungjoo Lee model [49], diffusion mod-
elling [50] and trend extrapolation [50]. AnalysysMason [51]
is one of the most expert in global analysis and consultative
services in the telecommunications and technology market.
They have conducted numerous prediction studies, especially
for forecasting mobile data traffic, such as what has been
accomplished in South East Asia [51]. GSMA [52] is also one
of the trade bodies that universally exemplifies the interests
of mobile operators. They performed several predictions; par-
ticularly, in mobile connection growth rates and data traffic.
Another model was proposed by Kovács et al. [53] to math-
ematically forecast mobile broadband traffic. This model
mainly depends on technological penetration and subscriber
traffic growth. The technology penetration growth is modeled
with the ‘‘S-curve’’ Gompertz function [54], while the sub-
scriber traffic growth is modeled with the linear growth, or an
exponential function. According to the licensed MBB
spectrum, which is the main focus of this study, there are
several models developed to forecast the future-required
spectrum; for example, the ITU model [55]–[57], Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) model [58], Plum
Insight model [59], ACMA engaged Analysys Mason
model [60] and Pyramid Research model [61]. All models
were developed to forecast the future-required mobile broad-
band spectrum for different markets utilizing various input
parameters and input data. Even though there are several
models established to forecast the spectrum, no model can
provide the exact amount of spectrum needed in future.More-
over, models have not consider all significant input metrics,
and even then, the considered input parameters of each model
are not always available for researchers in different coun-
tries. Therefore, new models must be developed, taking into
account all significant input parameters and the availability
of these input data, so that the developed model can effi-
ciently predict (as much as possible) the required amount of
spectrum.

Consequently, this paper aims to provide a perspective on
forecasting spectrum models, and to forecast the required
spectrum for Malaysia in 2020. An Efficient Spectrum Fore-
casting (ESF) model is introduced to estimate the required
spectrum and to calculate the spectrum gap for future. The
developed model is based on five main input metrics and
one constant. The five main input metrics are the Current
Available Spectrum (CAS), Sites Number Growth (SNG),
Data Traffic Growth (DTG), Average Network Utilisation
(ANU), and Spectrum Efficiency Growth (SEG). The con-
stant metric is considered to give a space for our model to be
used in another country or when a new technology is coming.
That can be achieved by replacing the constant metric by
significant parameters that can contribute for forecasting the
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accurate spectrum in the future. This proposed model was
used to estimate the required spectrum and the spectrum
gap for Malaysia’s future. The estimation is performed based
on the input market data of four main MTOs in Malaysia:
MAXIS, CELCOM, DIGI and U-MOBILE. The input data
for this model were collected from different resources,
such as the MCMC, OpenSignal, Analysys Mason, GSMA,
HUAWEI, etc. The results indicated that by 2020, Malaysia
will require around 307 MHz of additional spectrum to fulfil
the tremendous increase of data demands. Thus, an additional
spectrum band should be found for Malaysia in 2020 in
order to meet the data demands in that time. Addressing
the increases of mobile broadband growth can be enabled
by launching additional spectrum bands, enhancing spectrum
efficiency, off-loading mobile data to unlicensed bands and
deploying more site numbers.
The rest of this paper focused on the following: the research

background and related works are discussed in Section II.
The developed forecasting spectrum gap model is explained
and discussed in Section III. The spectrum gap analysis is
described in Section IV, followed by the recommendations
and solutions in Sections V. Finally, the conclusion of this
paper is discussed in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Wireless connectivity is the platform for innovation in the
21st century, and the spectrum is the backbone for wire-
less services. The spectrum is a limited and non-renewable
resource; its use is usually controlled by the federal govern-
ment or regulators. The regulators normally find the required
and suitable spectrum bands, then divide them equally
between operators. The required spectrum mainly depends
on the demand for mobile data, which is radically and con-
tinuously increasing in the last few years [57], [61]–[64].
With current predictions, the total Global mobile data traf-
fic will continue to significantly grow in future. According
to ITU-R’s prediction, the Global mobile data traffic
in 2020 will increase around four-times more than the
data demand of 2015 [57]. In addition, CISCO predicted
that the Global mobile data traffic growth in 2020 will
increase around eight-times more than 2015 [62]. Another
forecasting was performed by ERICSSON, which estimated
that the Global mobile data traffic growth will increase
nearly ten-times in 2021 compared to 2015 [65]. HUAWIE
forecasted that the Global mobile data traffic growth by
2020 will increase around twenty-times more than 2015 [64].
In the South-East Asia and Oceania regions, ERICSSO pre-
dicted that mobile Data Traffic Growth will increase around
fourteen-times more between the periods of 2015 and 2021
[66]. In the Asia Pacific regions, ERICSSO estimated that
the increase in mobile data traffic will be eleven-times more
between the periods of 2014 and 2020 [63]. As predicted by
CISCO, by 2020, mobile data traffic for Asia Pacific regions
will increase almost nine-times more than what was needed
in 2015 [62]. Additional estimation was performed by Pyra-
mid Research, they estimated that the average mobile data

TABLE 1. Mobile data traffic growth for different areas.

traffic for developing Asia countries (Bangladesh, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Indonesia) will expand around fifteen-times
more than 2015 [61]. In addition to mobile data traffic
growth, the mobile video traffic, smartphones, tablets, mobile
devices, smart devices and connections will further increase
in the coming future years. CISCO [62] estimated that all
these services will tremendously expand in 2020 as compared
to 2015. To sum up all these predictions, Table 1 presented a
brief outline regarding mobile data traffic growth for several
regions based on various forecasters.

This huge increase of data demand is due to several factors.
For example, the diversity of new portable devices contributes
to the increase of mobile data traffic. In the last few years,
several types of devices were launched; e.g., laptops, smart
phones, e-book readers, tablets, gaming consoles and don-
gles. The advent of smart and diverse devices contributes to
the massive increase of mobile applications. The most popu-
lar applications on mobile devices include the news, maps,
social networking, music and, most recently, medical and
various IoT applications which have actually captured users’
attention. There are several types ofmobile applications intro-
duced by stakeholders, which are practically available on
many online and application stores; that leading to the rev-
olution of a new market. Most of the applications are closely
planned with the aim of getting users to be connected; thus,
mixing the use of mobile data. This leads to the enormous
increase in the use of mobile internet. Essentially, mobile
users always want to stay connected and they are expected
to consistently employ the internet for several frequently-
used applications. In addition, the new applications provided
by stakeholders require the use of the internet in terms of
downloading purposes which, in turn, increases the mobile
data traffic.

The growing trend of mobile video traffic is also one of the
contributing factors of increasing mobile data traffic. Video
sharing apparently emerged as a new option for customers
to possess audio-visual content. In the past few years, con-
suming a video does not only involve the act of watching
it, but sharing it with others, having the access to comment
on it, include it in blogs, etc. Thus, the online video market
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has been dominated by community-based sites. Nowadays,
sharing videos is easier, whereby, users have access to others’
profiles on social network by just clicking on the share button.
Facebook is now a video viewing site, and it is estimated that
in the future, the streaming of online videos will massively
contribute to the growth of mobile traffic. Social Networks
accessed through mobile devices is an additional trend that
leads to increasing mobile data traffic. It has been observed
that social networking sites have evolved to be the most
popular sites employed by users for socialising; thus, increas-
ing the growth of social networking applications available
online. It is expected that social networking applications will
continue to increase the use of mobile data in future due to
the impact they have on users. Moreover, the integration of
location-based functions with social networks further has an
impact on the inclination of applying mobile data. Growing
M2M traffic is one more factor that is expected to rise in
the next few years. This is due to the demands of users
concerning M2M applications and devices; and it is expected
that applications will rapidly grow within the next few years,
especially with the excessive growth of IoT. The 5G system
aims to connect everything to the internet. The improvement
in network-user experience is also an additional factor which
contributes to increasing mobile data demands. Introduction
to new high-bit rate mobile networks in the coming years is
anticipated, where service bit-rates and reliability will also
be improved. This will definitely enhance user experience
when viewing contents online, and it might as well lead to
the increase in the use of mobile data. Decreasing cost and
prices is the key point for increasing mobile data demand.
The next generation of mobile wireless systems may con-
tribute to massive data traffic capacity, as well as, network
flexibility; in this case, reducing operators’ total cost in terms
of deployment and operation of the network. When cost is
reduced, operators may subsequently offer more affordable
prices to users, such as introducing flat rate mobile data
packages or fixed monthly fees, and provide the essential
data access that users require. A multiple policy initiative in
promoting the use of mobile broadband leads to the increase
of mobile data traffic. The industry has been working on
mobile broadband technologies for more than a decade. With
current support from the administration, broadband services
continue to provide benefits to users. The mobile broadband
has been supported and promoted by administrations, in line
with their national mobile plans; however, the United Nations
(ITU/UNESCO) mentioned that there is the need for a new
vision to reduce the regulatory burden, as well as, innovative
incentives and coordinated efforts for unleashing opportuni-
ties to commercial deployments. Demographics of a broader
user-age group also play a role for the ever-increasing mobile
data traffic. The ages of users and how they utilize the internet
has changed from how it was a few years back; thus con-
tributing to the high demand for the internet. More elderly
people have begun using the internet, and its use is further
applied in schools for younger generations, starting from
kindergarten onwards. Moreover, the potential area, such as

cloud, is also increasing data demand. The demand of mobile
data services will definitely contribute to its growth since
users are currently in need of mobile data for various aspects
of their lives; certain services are always kept in use so
that users can be constantly updated on what is happening
around them. This will consequently increase the volume
of mobile data traffic. Moreover, the multimedia services
captured on mobile devices will overwhelmingly carry the
greatest cloud computing and storage demands due to the
revolution of new high resolution camera applications avail-
able on mobile devices [67]. In conclusion, the contributing
factors for increasing mobile data traffic can be summarized
as in the following:
� The diversity of new portable devices
� The massive increase of mobile applications
� The enormous increase in the use of mobile internet
� Radically expanding video traffic
� Social networks mostly accessed through mobile

devices
� The rapid growth of IoT applications
� Growing Machine-To-Machine traffic
� Improvements in network-user experiences
� Decreasing costs and prices
� Multiple policy initiative in promoting the use of mobile

broadband
� Demographics of a broader user-age group
� Potential area in increasing the data demand
All these factors mainly contribute to increasing mobile

data traffic, which in turn, leads to the need for an expo-
nentially wider spectrum. Even though some parts of this
data demand can be fulfilled by implementing new technolo-
gies (off-load users to unlicensed systems, and guesswork
in building additional networks), a licensed spectrum will
further be needed to allow users to access the internet, appli-
cations, as well as, download the content at a relatively fast
speed. The growth rate of this required spectrum is hard to
determine, creating challenges for planning the implementa-
tion of mobile telecommunication networks, and for develop-
ing new mobile devices. Determining the required licensed
MBB spectrum will present valuable knowledge concern-
ing the general trend in MBB growth. This will provide an
indication regarding the required spectrum needed in future.
Therefore, forecasting the required licensed MBB spectrum
becomes an essential part for planning and implementing
future mobile telecommunication networks. For that, several
research centres, industries and telecommunication develop-
ment companies have created various spectrum forecasting
models to predict the required licensed MBB spectrum for
the future; as explained in the following paragraphs.

ITU-R developed a model to forecast the future spectrum
gap. The developed model is available online in a Microsoft
excel file at [55], while the details are explained clearly in
M.1768-1 [55], M.2290 [56] and M.2077 [57]. The calcu-
lation steps were described in the ITU-R report numbered
M.1768-1 [55]; along with the relevant input parameters
(detailed descriptions of these parameters were provided in
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M.1768-1 [55], M.2290 [56] and M.2077 [57]). The method-
ology begins with the market study which characterizes all
traffic carried by IMT and other mobile systems (Steps 2 &
3). Next, the total traffic obtained from the market studies are
distributed among different radio environments (cell layers)
and Radio Access Technology Groups (RATGs) based on
several factors such as traffic characteristics (required data
rates and user motilities) and RATG capabilities (supported
data rates, available cell types and their coverage) (Step
4). Subsequently, the system capacity required to carry the
offered traffic is calculated using separate capacity calcu-
lation algorithms for reservation-based traffic and packet-
based traffic, respectively (Step 5). Next, the initial spectrum
estimates are obtained from the capacity requirements by
dividing the latter by the spectral efficiencies (Step 6). After-
wards, adjustments are made to consider network deploy-
ments with the spectrum requirements being aggregated over
the relevant deployments (Steps 7 & 8). Lastly, the overall
spectrum requirements of RATG 1 and RATG 2 are produced
as outputs, which collectively indicate IMT systems (Step 9).
This model was published online as a Microsoft Excel file
format in [68]. Consequently, the main algorithms employed
in the ITU-R model include: (i) Traffic calculation algorithm,
(ii) The traffic distribution algorithm, (iii) The capacity calcu-
lation algorithm and (iv) The spectrum requirement calcula-
tion algorithm. The details of these algorithmswere described
in M.2290 [56].
In 2010, the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) [58] proposed amodel to predict the required spectrum
for the years 2009 to 2015. The model forecasts the spectrum
as the function of data traffic demand, site growth, spectral
efficiency and spectrum utilization. The details of this pro-
posed model were fully explained in [58]. The prediction
procedure begins by estimating the data traffic per site based
on the data traffic demand and site growth. This data traffic
per site is then used with the spectral efficiency to predict data
traffic per technology. Next, the spectrum utilization with the
data traffic per technology are used to estimate the total future
spectrum required. The FCC’s model is employed to estimate
the spectrum needs for the United States between the years
2009 and 2015. In 2015, CTIA - The Wireless Association,
used the FCC’s model to forecast the required spectrum for
the United States between the years 2015 and 2019. The
details of this forecast were explained in [69]. The results
indicated that in the period of 2009 to 2019, the required
spectrum for the United States will further increase.
In 2014, Plum Insight adopted an approach known as

the bootstrap model to forecast data traffic and spectrum
demand [59]. This model is mainly based on spectrum base-
line, variance in spectrum, mobile data traffic and data price.
The bootstrap model considers several assumptions in the
input parameters; as illustrated in [59]. For example, the cost
of customers’ mobile data in 2030 is assumed to be the
same as now, and the total number of mobile data users is
assumed to drastically increase by around 50% of the total
population. The estimation was performed based on three

different scenarios: the effect of different network capacities;
the effect of different customer willingness to pay for mobile
data; and the effect of varying site expenses over time. The
bootstrap model is used to forecast data traffic and spectrum
demands forWestern Europe. The output estimated results by
the bootstrap model [59] is also compared to another model
known as the avoided cost model [70]; it demonstrated that
the required spectrum for Western Europe will also radically
increase.

In 2015, ACMA involved Analysys Mason to design a new
mobile network infrastructure forecasting model to predict
mobile data traffic and subsequently the required spectrum
needed for Australia [60]. The model depends on three main
metrics: the number of coverage sites, the capacity of each
coverage site and forecasted traffic. The number of coverage
sites is calculated based on the network coverage for each
morphology and cell radius for each site. The capacity of each
coverage site is evaluated as a function of spectral efficiency
and the amount of spectrum available; while the forecasted
traffic is computed as a function of subscriber number by
technology, traffic per subscriber by technology, traffic per
morphology and download, as well as, upload traffic. A result
of the engagement between ACMA and Analysys Mason is
to utilize the mobile network traffic forecasted by Analysys
Mason [60], and other assumptions, on the availability of
spectrum. Themodel estimates the total site numbers required
for a given set of assumptions concerning network traffic,
spectrum availability, spectral efficiency and coverage size.
At the point when network traffic increases to the level that
is causing congestion at certain sites, the proposed model
assumes that the operator will normally react by finding
any available carrier frequencies for use. The spectrum will
then become available. The practical network parameters
employed in the Analysys Mason model (for example, spec-
tral efficiency and network traffic) are extremely variable
and have a high degree of associated uncertainty. However,
the step between a mobile network traffic forecast and a
spectrum requirement forecast includes the introduction of
another uncertainty (that is even more difficult to model): the
commercial considerations that drive the decisions of mobile
operators regarding their preferred combination of measures
to satisfy their network capacity requirements and the impact
on the broader economy.

In 2016, Pyramid Research developed another improved
model to estimate the required spectrum in the coming years.
The general description of the Pyramid Research model
was detailed in [61]. This model is similar to the FCC
model, whereby, it mainly depends on four input parame-
ters: (i) mobile data traffic, (ii) wireless towers, (iii) spectral
efficiency and (iv) wireless spectrum available. The esti-
mation process begins by forecast the mobile data traffic
per wireless tower, utilizing both mobile data traffic and
wireless towers. Then, the mobile data traffic per wireless
tower is used with the spectral efficiency to estimate mobile
data traffic per technology. Subsequently, the mobile data
traffic per technology with the available wireless spectrum
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are then employed to forecast the total required wireless
spectrum and spectrum gap for the next few years leading
up to 2020. The year 2015 was used as the base year for
their estimation. The prediction begins forecasting the mobile
data traffic and, subsequently, the required spectrum. The
estimation was performed for several countries, particularly
for South East Asian countries such as Indonesia, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Bangladesh. According to the results predicted
by the Pyramid Research model, the total available spectrum
of 2015 will eventually not be enough to fulfil the tremen-
dous increase in mobile Data Traffic Growth. The number
of wireless spectrums needed in 2020 is significantly higher
for all countries considered. Some of them will even start
experiencing a spectrum shortage in 2017, and other countries
will begin having this deficiency during 2018.
Based on previous reviews, all presented models utilize

several input parameters to predict the required spectrum for
the future. Some of these models consider numerous param-
eters, while others consider only a few parameters to fore-
cast the future-required spectrum. Some of these developed
models are very complex, while others are more practical
and easier to use; however, no one can 100% predict the
exact spectrum required. The most popular model is the ITU
model [55]–[57], which considers countless parameters to
forecast the needed spectrum. This can be considered as an
advantage since it will lead tomore accurate results. However,
this model does consist of very complex calculation processes
with complicated input requirements, and it does not consider
the site numbers or spectrum efficiency improvement/MBB
technology improvement over time. The other developed
models by FCC [58], Plum Insight [59], ACMA involved
Analysys Mason [60] and Pyramid Research [61] seem more
practical and usable compared to the ITU-R model. This is
due to the reasonable input requirements, simpler calculation
processes, as well as, being more realistic; taking into con-
sideration significant input parameters such as site numbers,
mobile data traffic and spectrum efficiency improvement/
MBB technology improvement over time. Unfortunately,
these models do not consider all significant input parameters;
for example, ACMA involved Analysys Mason [60] does not
take into account network utilization and spectrum efficiency,
while FCC does not consider the available spectrum. More-
over, Plum Insight does not consider site numbers growth,
network utilization and spectrum efficiency; and Pyramid
Research [61] does not take into account the use of network
utilization. The deficiency of significant input metrics will
lead to the inaccurate forecasting of the required spectrum.
This signifies that the existing forecasting spectrum models
are not ideal for predicting the future-required spectrum.
Furthermore, the availability of input data differs from coun-
try to country; for instance, the sites number in Malaysia can
be collected from the MCMC annual report, while in other
countries, it is difficult to find. This is another issue which can
restrict the use of these developed models. As a result, it can
be concluded that forecasting the future-required spectrum is
continuously an open area for research and a new forecasting

model must be developed. It should be more efficient and
comprehensive, taking into account the availability of input
parameters, as well as, the suitable parameters in that specific
country. Accordingly, the main aim of this study is to provide
a perspective on the spectrum needed for Malaysia in 2020.

III. THE FORECASTING SPECTRUM GAP MODEL

This section explains the proposed forecasting model to esti-
mate the licensed spectrum required and spectrum gap for
future use. To determine the need of the required spectrum
for future mobile broadband, the first step is to analyze the
drivers of mobile traffic demand and total available network
capacity. The needs of the future spectrum will be mathe-
matically defined as a function that consists of several mul-
tipliers, and the current spectrum used for mobile broadband
nationwide. In this work, the multipliers are generated based
on the metrics that contribute directly to either the mobile
traffic demand or to the network capacity. In one hand,
the traffic demand depends on data consumption by device
type and the numbers of each device type in use, which
contribute to the growth of mobile data traffic. Note that,
positive growth to the mobile broadband traffic demands an
additional spectrum. On the other hand, the network capacity
can be understood as the amount of data a network can carry,
which directly depends on spectral efficiency of wireless
technologies (i.e. the amount of spectrum needed to transmit
a given amount of data), available spectrum, utilization of the
network and number of cell sites. Here improvement to any
of these four input metrics will increase the network capacity,
as a result, will reduce the need for additional spectrum.
Thus, forecasting spectrum is mainly influenced by five input
metrics, which are: SNG

(

Sfy

)

, MDTG
(

Mfy

)

, ANU
(

cy

)

,

SEG
(

ηfy
)

, and CAS
(

cy

)

. These five main metrics are con-
sidered as input parameters due to their significance and
crucial for producing an accurate assessment of the required
spectrum. They have a direct influence on the required spec-
trum in future. The relationship between the forecasted spec-
trum and these five input metrics is summarized in Table 2,
while the general description concerning our proposed model
is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 2. Relationship between the forecasted spectrum and the five
input main metrics.

The first metric influencing the forecasted spectrum is the
Sites Number Growth (SNG), which is known as the annual
growing proportion of site numbers for MTOs. This growth
contributes to the increase in the system capacity (fulfilling
mobile data demands), in which indicates that the increase in
SNGwill provide higher throughput. That leads to a reduction
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FIGURE 1. Proposed forecasting model to estimate the required spectrum
and spectrum gap for future.

in the required spectrum; signifying that the required spec-
trum has an inverse relationship with the total sites’ number.
So, operators must keep on annually renewing, installing and
upgrading their sites. Therefore, SNG is considered one of
the significant metrics used to estimate the required spectrum
in the proposed forecasting spectrum model. That means,
the SNG is inversely proportional to the required spectrum
as illustrated in Eq.1:

Pf α
1

Sf
(1)

where, Pf and Sf denote the forecasted spectrum (required
spectrum) and the SNG for the forecasted year ‘‘f ’’,
respectively.
The second input metric influences the forecasted spec-

trum is the Mobile Data Traffic Growth (MDTG);Mf , which
is always rapidly and radically expanding due to several fac-
tors; as previously illustrated in Section II. This tremendous
increase leads to the escalation of spectrum requirements in
the coming years. The new allocated spectrum bands are the
most proper solution to meet this enormous surge in mobile
data traffic. Therefore, considering mobile data traffic growth
as an input metric through the forecasting of the required
spectrum in future is crucial to producing an accurate assess-
ment. Thus, mobile data traffic growth was considered one
of the main metrics to forecast the required spectrum in the
proposed forecasting spectrum model. Therefore, MDTG is
directly proportional to the required spectrum, which means
it also directly proportional to the forecasted spectrum in any
year, ‘‘f ’’, as illustrated in Eq.2:

Pf α Mf (2)

where,Mf denotes the MDTG for the forecasted year ‘‘f ’’.
The third metric influencing the forecasted spectrum is

the Average Network Utilisation (ANU), which is used to
measure the percentage of spectrum occupation. This metric
is, for the most part, radically rising with the rapid boost

of mobile data demands. That causing linear increased in
spectrum occupation, in which leads to a direct increase in
the required spectrum. That indicates a direct proportional
between the required spectrum and the ANU as illustrated
in Eq.3:

Pf α Uc (3)

where, Uc denotes the ANU for the current year ‘‘c’’. Conse-
quently, considering network utilization as an input parameter
through the estimation of the required spectrum is highly
significant as it will increase the forecast’s accuracy. Thus,
average network utilization is one of the main considered
metrics in the proposed forecasting spectrum model.

The fourth metric influencing the forecasted spectrum
is the spectrum efficiency growth (SEG), which is one of
the significant metrics that is normally enhanced when a
new technology is coming, almost double than the previ-
ous technology; as illustrated in [66], [71], and [72]. This
growth contributes to the surge in mobile data demands. That
means spectrum efficiency growth contributes to reducing
the required spectrum in future. That denotes the forecasted
spectrum has an inverse relationship with spectrum effi-
ciency. Therefore, considering spectrum efficiency growth as
an input parameter through the estimation of the required
spectrum is very important to make an accurate prediction.
Thus, the forecasted spectrum is also inversely proportional
to the SEG as illustrated in Eq.4:

Pf α
1

η f
(4)

where, η f denotes the SEG for the forecasted year ‘‘f ’’.
The fifth metric influencing the forecasted spectrum is

the Current Available Spectrum (CAS). This is because the
growth ratio of the four main multipliers, SNG,MDTG, ANU
and SEG, will be the percentage indicator of the forecasted
spectrum over the CAS. That means, the required spectrum in
future will be a multiplication of the four multipliers growth
ratios by the CAS. Accordingly, this means the forecasted
spectrum has a direct proportional with theANU as illustrated
in Eq.5:

Pf α c (5)

where, c denotes the CAS for the current year ‘‘c’’. In addi-
tion to that, the current available spectrum will be part of
the total spectrum needed in future. Re-farming the current
spectrum, especially the 2G spectrum band, to LTE and LTE-
Advanced can be part of the solution for reducing the total
required spectrum and spectrum gap in the following years.
Accordingly, the current available spectrum is considered as
one of themainmetrics used to forecast the required spectrum
in the proposed model.

Based on the direct and inverse relationships (from Eq.1 to
Eq.5) of the five considered input metrics, the forecasted
spectrum

(

Pf
)

for any future year (f ) is mathematically
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formulated by Eq.6.

Pf =
Mf · Uc

Sf · ηf
· Wc (6)

Since there is possibility for other significant metrics that
can contribute for forecasting the accurate required spectrum,
especially in other countries or in the future when a new
mobile communication technologies are coming, thus one
additional metric is added as a constant in order to give a
room for the researchers in future to develop our proposed
model and to use it for forecasting spectrum gap in future.
This new metrics is denoted by ‘‘A’’. Thus, the forecasted
spectrum model is mathematically formulated by Eq.7.

Pf =
Mf · Uc

Sf · ηf
· Wc · A (7)

where a constant metric, A, can be replaced by other signifi-
cantmetrics in future. In this work, we set A to 1. The constant
A generalizes our proposed model as it gives the flexibility to
add or subtract the input metric based on the statistical input
market available in other countries or when a new technology
is coming, which are not being considered here in this work.
Then, based on the forecasted spectrum need and the CAS,

the spectrum gap can be calculated. Whereas, the spectrum
gap is the final output of this analysis which represents the
amount of spectrum needed over the CAS. Thus, the avail-
able spectrum will be part of the total spectrum needed in
future. Re-farming the current spectrum, especially the Sec-
ond Generation (2G) spectrum band to Long-Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) and LTE-Advanced systems, can be part of the
solution to reduce the spectrum gap in the next few years. This
can be computed mathematically as the difference between
the forecasted spectrum and the CAS as expressed by Eq.8.

λf = Pf − c (8)

This model is used to estimate the spectrum needed and the
spectrum gap for Malaysia, as illustrated in the next section.
It can be also applied to estimate the spectrum needed for
any other country, by only changing the input parameters
in accordance to that specific country. The forecasting is
performed based on the input data of various MTOs for these
main five metrics. The evaluation details for these five main
metrics were illustrated in the following five subsections.

A. SITES NUMBER GROWTH

Acquiring the exact amount of sites number growth for every
technology deployed during previous years must be obtained
from operators, however, that is a difficult task. Therefore,
another model was derived to estimate the sites number for
every technology deployed by each individual operator. This
model fundamentally depends on historical data for the total
sites’ number. This historical data is then used to estimate the
sites number for the following years. The estimation begins
by evaluating the annual sites growth ratios for the years that
their historical data are available. The annual sites growth
ratios are calculated as a ratio between the site numbers of

the current to the previous years. This can be mathematically
simplified by Eq.9.

ζy =
N S
y

N S
y−1

(9)

where, ζy denotes the site number growth for the year ‘‘y’’,
y ∈ [2015, 2016, ...2025], N S

y denotes the total sites number
of all technologies for the year ‘‘y’’, and N S

y−1 stand for the
total sites number for the previous year ‘‘y− 1’’.

Then, the Average Sites Number Growth (ASNG) ratio, ζ̄ ,
is calculated as average across five years by the expressed
formula in Eq.10.

ζ̄ =
1

Yn

Yn
∑

y=y1

ζy (10)

where, Yn is the total number of the calculated years, which
is the previous five years.

Utilizing the ASNG ratio and sites number for the previous
years, the sites number for the next year is then predicted.
For example, employing the ASNG ratio across the previous
five years and sites number for the current year, N S

y , the sites
number for the next year, N S

y+1, is then predicted. Thus,
from Eq.9 and Eq.10, the forecasted sites number can be
mathematically evaluated by the devised formula in Eq.11.

N S
y = ζ̄N S

y−1 =
N S
y−1

Yn

Yn
∑

y=y1

ζy (11)

Following the same scenario, the sites number for the next
few years can be predicted using Eq.11.

Since there are several technologies (such as 2G, Third
Generation (3G) and Fourth Generation (4G)) deployed, and
each technology has different site capabilities, the total sites
number is distributed over the technologies. The distribution
can be performed based on the number of mobile connections
per technology. This can be mathematically represented by
the formula in Eq.12.

N SiG
y = N S

y x
N
miG
y

Nm
y

=
N
miG
y

Nm
y

N S
y−1

Yn

Yn
∑

y=y1

ζy (12)

where, N SiG
y and NmiG

y denote the sites number and mobile
connection for technology ‘‘i’’ at the year ‘‘y’’, respectively.

Eq.12 can be applied to estimate the sites number per
technology, but since each technology consists of varying
network types, different sites numbers and dissimilar site’s
capacities, the equivalent sites number should be considered
through the estimation instead of the sites number per tech-
nology. The equivalent Sites Number Growth (eSNG) is the
total number of sites that have the same capacity. Calculating
the eSNG can be performed based on the sites number and
Equivalent Site Capacity (ESC) of each technology. This can
be mathematically expressed in Eq.13.

N eS
y =

NG
∑

i=1

eiGN
SiG
y (13)
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where, N eS
y denotes the equivalent sites number at the year

‘‘y’’, eiG represents the equivalent site capacity for technology
‘‘i’’, NG signifies the total technologies number.
The equivalent site capacity, ESC, is a metric that repre-

sents the equal site capacity of different technologies such as
2G, 3G and 4G. It can be evaluated as a ratio between the
average capacities of any technology to the latest technology.
Mathematically, it can be represented by Eq.14.

eiG =
BsiG

Bs4G

(14)

where, BsiG and Bs4G denote is the average site capabil-
ity for technology ‘‘iG’’ and the latest technology ‘‘4G’’,
respectively.
Since each generation has several network types (for exam-

ple, 3G technology consists of UMTS, HSPA and HSPA+

networks), the site capacity of each generation depends on the
network type and site specifications. Each varying network
type has contrasting site capacities. Additionally, each site
under the same network type may have different specifi-
cations since they can have varying capacities. Therefore,
the equivalent site capacity, ESC, for each generation is
firstly taken as the average value overall network types. Thus,
the average site capacity, BsiG, for technology ‘‘iG’’ can be
mathematically expressed in Eq.15.

BsiG =

∑N iG
n

j=1 C
iG
j

N iG
n

(15)

where, j represents the network type, e.g. network types for
3G are HSDPA, HSUPA, HSPA and HSPA+; N iG

n is the
total number of network types for one technology, ‘‘i’’; ‘‘C iG

j

denotes the site capacity for network type ‘‘j’’.
From Eq.14 and Eq.15, the equivalent site capacity, ESC,

can then be calculated with Eq.16.

eiG =
BsiG

Bs4G

=

∑N iG
n

j=1 C
iG
j

N iG
n

N 4G
n

∑N 4G
n

j=1 C
4G
j

(16)

From Eq.12 to Eq.16, the equivalent sites number can be
calculated as a function of sites number, mobile connection
number (Collected from GSMA, which mean the GSMA
method is implicitly used in our forecasting of SNG) and site
capacity; as expressed in Eq.17.

N eS
y =

NG
∑

i=1





∑N iG
n

j=1 C
iG
j

N iG
n

N 4G
n

∑N 4G
n

j=1 C
4G
j

N
miG
y

Nm
y

N S
y−1

Yn

Yn
∑

y=y1

ζy





(17)

This model, in Eq.17, can be employed to calculate the
equivalent sites number for any corresponding year. Utilizing
this model, the sites number growth, SNG, for the forecasted
year ‘‘f ’’ can then be calculated as a ratio of the equivalent
site numbers for the year ‘‘f ’’ and the current year ‘‘c’’; as

FIGURE 2. Forecasting site number growth model.

represented by Eq.18 and explained in Figure 2.

Sf =
N eS
f

N eS
c

=

(

∑NG
i=1

(

∑NiGn
j=1 C iGj

N iG
n

N 4G
n

∑N4G
n

j=1 C4G
j

N
miG
y

Nm
y

N S
y−1

Yn

∑Yn
y=y1

ζy

))

f
(

∑NG
i=1

(

∑NiGn
j=1 C iGj

N iG
n

N 4G
n

∑N4G
n

j=1 C4G
j

N
miG
y

Nm
y

N S
y−1

Yn

∑Yn
y=y1

ζy

))

c

(18)

where, N eS
f is the equivalent Sites Number for the forecasted

year ‘‘f ’’; N eS
c is the equivalent Sites Number for the current

year ‘‘c’’.

B. MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC GROWTH

Evaluating mobile data traffic growth for any specific year
can be estimated based on a historical data for few years.
The estimation can begin by evaluating the mobile data traffic
growths for the years that their current and previous few
years’ data are available. That can be calculated by utilizing
the existing formula in Eq.19.

βy =
Dy

Dy−1
(19)

where, βy denotes the mobile data traffic growth for year ‘‘y’’,
Dy and Dy−1 denote the mobile data traffic for the year ‘‘y’’,
and the previous year ‘‘y− 1’’, respectively.
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Then, the averagemobile data traffic growth (β̄) across few
years, Y , can be evaluated by the expressed formula in Eq.20.

β̄ =

∑Y
y=1 βy

Y
(20)

where, Y denotes the total years’ number those are considered
for taking the average value.
From the calculated average Mobile Data Traffic Growth

(MDTG) ratio, β̄, and Mobile Data Traffic (MDT) for the
year y, Dy, the mobile data traffic for the next year, Dy+1, can
then be predicted by the simplified formula in Eq.21.

Dy+1 = β̄ x Dy (21)

This model in Eq.21 can be used to forecast mobile data
traffic for the next few years.

FIGURE 3. Mobile data traffic growth model.

Utilizing the available historical and the estimated (by
Eq.21) mobile data traffic, the mobile data traffic growth can
then be evaluated as a ratio of the forecasted mobile data
traffic

(

Df
)

, e.g. for 2020, to the current mobile data traffic
(Dc), e.g. for 2015; which was represented by Eq.22 and
described by a block diagram in Figure 3.

Mf =
Df

Dc
=
Dy+5

Dy
(22)

C. AVERAGE NETWORK UTILISATION

Network utilization is the ratio of the current network traffic
to the maximum traffic that can be handled by the site. The
actual network utilization percentage can be obtained from
operators, however, that is not easy to acquire due to their
policy; the information is not permitted to be shared with the
public. Therefore, a new method was derived to estimate net-
work utilization. This method mainly depends on the current
network traffic and the maximum traffic for each technology.
The current network traffic can be defined as the total data

that can be simultaneously downloaded by all connected sub-
scribers to the network. Mathematically, the current network
traffic can be calculated as a function of the total subscribers’
number and the average equivalent download speed per sub-
scriber. Since the total number of mobile subscribers are not
all simultaneously connected to the network, the subscriber’s
connection probability must be considered. In consequence,
a new parameter was introduced as the accessing network

probability to solve this matter. Thus, the current network
traffic, Rc, can be evaluated as a function of total subscriber
number (Nus), average equivalent download speed per sub-
scriber overall the technologies Bu and accessing network
probability

(

Ap
)

. This was presented in Eq.23.

Rc = Nus Bu Ap (23)

Regarding the maximum network traffic (Rm), it is the
maximum data provided by the serving network. It can be cal-
culated by multiplying the total number of sites by the cell’s
capability and the number of sectors per site. Since the actual
network consists of different technologies, and each technol-
ogy has various deployment sites number, sectors number and
differing cell capacities, the equivalent sites number, average
sectors number and equivalent cell’s capacity values overall
technologies were used to evaluate the maximum network
traffic.
The equivalent sites number of all technologies was evalu-

ated by the formula in Eq.17. The average sector numbers are
assumed to be three overall technologies, while the equivalent
cell’s capacity is proportionate to the 4G cell capacity since
the equivalent site number was evaluated to be equal to the
4G site. Consequently, the maximum network traffic can be
simplified in Eq.24.

Rm = N eS
y Nsr C

eq
cl (24)

where, Nsr denotes the average number of sectors overall
technologies, Ceq

cl signifies the equivalent cell’s capacity,
which is corresponding to 4G cell’s capacity

Since the network utilization is defined as the ratio of the
current network traffic to the maximum traffic that
can be handled by the site, thus, the average network utiliza-
tion was mathematically represented in Eq.25.

c =
Rc

Rm
=

Nus Bu Ap

N eS
y Ncr C

eq
cl

(25)

The summary of the model for evaluating the average
network utilization is also illustrated in details in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. Average network utilization model.

D. SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY GROWTH

Spectrum efficiency is usually enhanced further when a new
technology is coming [66], [71], [72]. The main parameters
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that determine the spectrum efficiency growth are the Mod-
ulation Scheme (MS), Sectors Number (SN) and Multiple-
Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) scheme (e.g. 4 × 4,
8 × 8, and other higher order combinations). The settings of
these parameters may vary between the sites with the same
technologies, as well as, different technologies. Since it is
difficult to determine the actual system settings (e.g. MS, SN
and MIMO type) for each individual site from the operators,
a newmethod was derived to estimate the spectrum efficiency
growth.
The proposed methodmainly depends on the average spec-

trum efficiency per site and the total sites’ number. The eval-
uation begins by calculating the average spectrum efficiency
per site for every technology individually. Since each technol-
ogy consists of different network types (for example, the 3G
network consists of HSDPA, HSUPA, HSPA and HSPA+),
the average spectrum efficiency per site of any technology
can be evaluated as a function of average spectrum efficiency
per site and sites number of all network types. This was
mathematically simplified in the formula of Eq.26.

ηiG =

∑N iG
n

j ηjN
S
j

∑N iG
n

j N S
j

(26)

where, ηiG denotes the average spectrum efficiency per site
belonging to technology ‘‘i’’; i signifies the technology type,
it can be 2, 3 or 4, e.g. 2G, 3G or 4G; j stand for network type;
N iG
n is the total number of network types belong to technology

‘‘i’’; ηj is the average spectrum efficiency per site belonging
to network ‘‘j’’; and N S

j represents the total sites number for
network ‘‘j’’.
Since the wireless network consists of several types of

technologies and each technology has a various number of
sites, so the site’s number per technology need to be con-
sidered for calculating the average spectrum efficiency per
site. Thus, the average spectrum efficiency per site overall
technologies can be represented by Eq.27:

ηs =

∑NG
i=1 ηiG N

S
iG

∑NG
i=1 N

S
iG

(27)

Thus, from Eq.26 and Eq.27, the average spectrum effi-
ciency per site overall technologies can be evaluated by
Eq.28:

ηs =
1

∑NG
i=1 N

S
iG

∑NG

i=1



N S
iG

∑N iG
n

j ηj N
S
j

∑N iG
n

j N S
j



 (28)

The formulated model at Eq.28 can be used to estimate
the average spectrum efficiency per site overall technologies
for any year. The differences will be only for the input
data, which will be for the corresponding year. Consequently,
by utilizing Eq.28, the spectrum efficiency growth, ζf , can be
calculated as the ratio between the spectrum efficiencies of
the forecasted to the previous years; as simplified in Eq.29.

γf =
ηsf

ηsc
(29)

FIGURE 5. Spectrum efficiency growth model.

Both ηsf and ηsc can be evaluated by Eq.28, however,
the input parameters should be for the corresponding year.
From Eq.28 and Eq.29, the spectrum efficiency growth
for the year ‘‘f ’’ can be evaluated as a function of the
average spectrum efficiency, ηiG, and the total sites num-
ber, N S

iG, per technology. Thus, the spectrum efficiency
growth can finally be evaluated by the simplified mathemat-
ical model in Eq.30, which is finally simplified in details
by Figure 5.

γf =
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c

(30)

where, f is the year that need to calculate SEG for it, e.g. 2020
c is the previous year, e.g. 2015.

E. CURRENT AVAILABLE SPECTRUM

The current available spectrum is the total frequency band
allocated to every telecommunication operator by regulators,
for example the MCMC in Malaysia. The current available
spectrum will be part of the total spectrum needed in future.
Re-farming the current spectrum, especially the 2G spectrum
band, to LTE and LTE-Advanced can be part of the solu-
tion for reducing the spectrum gap in the following years.
Consequently, the current available spectrum is considered as
one of the main metrics used to forecast the spectrum gap in
the proposed forecasting spectrum model. It will contribute
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FIGURE 6. Total allocated spectrum for mobile cellular systems used.

to the forecasting of the required spectrum needed in future.
The total allocated spectrum for mobile cellular systems used
is the summation of all frequency bands allocated by the
regulator, as illustrated in Figure 6. This was also simplified
mathematically in Eq.31.

c =

NF
∑

u

ωu (31)

where, ωu is the spectrum bandwidth of frequency band ‘‘u’’,
NF is the total number of frequency bands allocated to the
corresponding for mobile cellular systems used.

IV. SPECTRUM GAP ANALYSIS

In this section, the proposed models those were explained
in the previous section were used to analyze future spec-
trum gap in Malaysia. Firstly, the performance of the current
mobile cellular networks was briefly explained to demon-
strate the enhancements provided by 4G over 3G networks.
Secondly, the sites number growth was presented to show the
drastic growth in sites numbers. Thirdly, mobile data traffic
growth was discussed to indicate its deep-seated advance-
ment. Fourthly, the average network utilization was presented
and discussed to show its effect on the proposed model.
Fifthly, the spectrum efficiency growth is examined to illus-
trate the radical rise in spectrum efficiency. Sixthly, the cur-
rent available spectrum bands were discussed to illustrate the
licensed frequency bands that have been allocated to every
telecommunication operator by the regulator in Malaysia.
Lastly, the forecasted spectrum gap analysis was examined
to resolve the spectrum gap that will be needed in the coming
years.

A. MOBILE BROADBAND PERFORMANCE

This subsection highlights the current MBB performance and
the actual user MBB experience in Malaysia. The presented
results were analyzed based on the collected data from amea-
surement campaign conducted between January and Febru-
ary 2016, using the Samsung Galaxy S6 smartphones across
five different morphologies (dense urban, urban, suburban,
rural and indoor) in Klang Valley, Selangor, Johor, Sabah
and Sarawak. The measurements covered two MBB services,
web browsing of three distinctive webpages (i.e. Google,
Instagram and Mstar webpages) and video streaming of 720p
low and 1080p high resolution videos. Our MBB research

TABLE 3. Measured key performance indicators (KPIs).

gathered performance data KPIs (Table 3) on threeMalaysian
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs): Maxis, Celcom and
Digi. This test measured four metrics: coverage, latency,
satisfaction and speed.

This research was designed to gather data that would
enable the assessment of the real performance of MBB
delivered to consumer smartphones over the three Malaysian
MNO networks by simulating real scenarios where mobile
users cannot lock their smartphones to any technology. As a
result of this designed research set-up, the MBB data com-
piled for one test area contains data of 2G, 3G and 4G
technologies. Since the collected measured data for 2G tech-
nology is meagre and not all 2G networks can provide mobile
data, the discussion only focused on the performance of 3G
and 4G networks. Thus, a comparison between the perfor-
mance of 3G and 4G networks was analyzed and discussed
using selected parameters; as listed in Table 3. The main
aim of this comparison is to portray the enhancements pro-
vided by the 4G network over the 3G network; moreover, to
show the percentage of mobile connection to every network
(2G, 3G and 4G networks).

Figure 7 displayed the performance of 3G and 4G networks
measured by the MBB Explorer (WEB) and Speed-Video
(VIDEO). The results indicated that 4G networks perform
much better than 3G networks; 4G technology has superior
MBB performances than 3G technology overall KPIs. These
differences were consistent across all mobile operators and
are unsurprising, as we would expect consumers to expe-
rience a noticeable improvement in using a mobile broad-
band service over a 4G network compared to a 3G network.
For instance, the average 4G download speed for videos is
1856.5 kbps, and for the web its 5141.9 kbps; which is better
than the 3G average download speed of 1483.7 kbps for
videos and 1986.7 kbps for the web. On average, across all
KPIs, morphologies and MNOs, the results indicated that the
4G network significantly outperformed 3G networks. In addi-
tion, the Average Initial Buffering Latency of the 4G network
is much less (by around 80%) than the 3G network.
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FIGURE 7. The average WEB and Video measured KPIs for 4G and 3G
technologies. (a) The AIBL, AVTDR, APDS, APDL and APRL. (b) The average
APRTT, AVRTT and vMOS.

FIGURE 8. Mobile Connection for 2G, 3G and 4G networks.

Even with these enhancements provided by the 4G net-
work, the 3G network is still the dominant network compared
to both 2G and 4G networks. Figure 8 presented the per-
centage of mobile connection for 2G, 3G and 4G networks.
The results represented the averagemobile connection overall
morphologies and operators in Malaysia. They further indi-
cated that the mobile connection to 3G networks is much
more than the connection to 2G and 4G networks. On average,
overall morphologies and operators, the 3G network remains
dominant in Malaysia. Consequently, most mobile handset
subscribers do not have the 4G service, especially at the main
road between states, suburban areas located so far from big
cities and rural morphologies. One of the main reason for
this would be the unavailability of 4G coverage. Once the
coverage issue is resolved, the 4G will change everything.
The 4G network provides much more enhancements com-

pared to the 3G network overall KPIs, however, the 4G cov-
erage is still restricted in a few places. Thus, extending the

deployment of the 4G network can contribute to addressing
the enormous increase of mobile data demands in the fol-
lowing years. This can be conducted by upgrading 2G and
3G networks to 4G and 4G+ networks. Although the 4G
network can contribute to fulfilling mobile data demands,
the rapid and tremendous surge in such demands may not
be completely met by 4G and 4G+ networks. Additional
spectrummay still be needed in 2020, even with the extension
of 4G coverage.

B. SITES NUMBER GROWTH

Sites Number Growth (SNG) contributes to fulfilling mobile
data demands, however, the increase of SNG leads to the
increase on system capacity, providing higher throughput.
As a result, operators must keep annually renewing, installing
and upgrading their sites in order to meet the rapid data
demand growth and the emerging of new technologies. This
indicates that mobile data traffic has an inverse relationship
with SNG. Since the increase of mobile data traffic leads to
the increase of the spectrum gap, the SNGwill have an inverse
relationship with the spectrum gap as well. In other words,
when the number of sites increase, the total spectrum gap will
decrease. Therefore, SNG is considered to be a significant
metric used to estimate the spectrum gap in future. Thus,
sites number growth was presented and discussed in this
subsection for the years 2015 to 2020.

The presented results in this subsection were predicted
based on historical sites numbers data collected from the
MCMC [74] annual reports for years 2007 to 2014. Based
on the available data, the annual sites growth ratios for years
2008 to 2014 (excluding 2010 and 2011 due to unavailability
of data) were calculated utilizing Eq.9. Next, the Average
Sites Number Growth (ASNG) ratios across the five years
(2008, 2009, 2012, 2013 and 2014) were computed using
Eq.10. Then, the ASNG ratios across the previous five years
and sites number for the years 2014 are used to estimate sites
number for 2015 using Eq.11. Following the same scenario,
the sites numbers for the years 2016 to 2020 were predicted.
The predicted sites numbers were then distributed over four
main operators (Maxis, Celcom, Digi and U-Mobile) based
on their capacities ratios. That was mathematically evaluated
by the expressed formula in Eq.32.

N SO
y = N S

y C
O
y (32)

where, N SO
y is the total sites number for operator ‘‘o’’ at the

year ‘‘y’’, CO
y denotes the capacity ratio of operator ‘‘o’’ at

the year ‘‘y’’.
The operator capacity ratio can be evaluated as a percent-

age of the operator’s mobile connection numbers to the entire
mobile connection numbers of the country. That represented
mathematically by Eq.33.

CO
y =

NMO
y

NMT
y

(33)
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where, NMO
y signifies the numbers of mobile connection for

operator ‘‘o’’ at the year ‘‘y’’, NMT
y denotes the total numbers

of mobile connection overall the country.
Accordingly, from Eq.11, Eq.32 and Eq.33, the sites num-

ber for any operator, N SO
y , at year ‘‘y’’ was estimated by

applying the mathematical formula in Eq.34.

N SO
y =

NMO
y

NMT
y

N S
y−1

Yn

Yn
∑

y=y1

ζy (34)

Utilizing this model, in Eq.34, and based on the input data
collected from MCMC [74], and GSMA [52], the sites num-
ber growths were estimated for each operator individually.
Then, sites number growth was used with the sites capaci-
ties and the number of mobile connections, utilizing Eq.11,
to estimate the ESN. The estimated sites number growth is
presented in Figure 9, while the estimated ESN is presented
in Figure 10.

FIGURE 9. SNG for various operators in Malaysia.

FIGURE 10. Site numbers and ESNs in Malaysia.

Figure 9 illustrated the dramatic sites number growth from
2015 to 2020 for four main operators in Malaysia. The
results indicated that the sites number growth will continue
to increase in the next few years. The predictable Average
sites number growth ratio in 2020 will reach up to 264%
as compared to 2015. These predicted results are close to
what was forecasted by HUAWEI in [75]. That provides
more evidence about the efficiency of our proposed model for
forecasting the site number growth. The results in Figure 10

present the sites’ number of three various technologies and
the ESN based on four main operators in Malaysia. The
presented sites’ numbers are for the year 2015, while the
ESNs are for the year 2015 and 2020. The results confirmed
what was presented in Figure 8, in which means the 3G
network is still the dominant network as compared to both
2G and 4G networks. The results indicated also that the ESN
will continue to increase in the next few years. Whereas, the
predictable total ESNs of all operators in 2020 will reach
up to 191.8% as compared to 2015. These increase in SNG
and ESN contribute to the reduction of the spectrum gap
in 2020 due to the inverse relationship between SNG and the
spectrum gap. Nevertheless, there is still a deficiency in the
spectrum gap which requires fulfilment for 2020.

C. MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC GROWTH

As illustrated in subsectionA,when a new technology arrives,
the main improvement is normally in the quantity of provided
data to users. This is because mobile data traffic is constantly
and radically increasing, therefore, telecommunication sys-
tem developers must continuously improve the system data
rate in order to fulfil mobile data demand growth. Therefore,
new technologies lead to the increment in data demands. Con-
sequently, this subsection presents and discusses the MDTG
and the effect of this growth on the spectrum gap.

TABLE 4. Mobile data traffic and growth ratio in Malaysia.

The MDT for Malaysia was collected from the Analysys
Mason report for the years 2012 to 2019 [51], as presented
in Table 4. This data was used to estimate the mobile data
traffic for the next few years, and to further calculate the
mobile data traffic growth. The estimation begins by evalu-
ating the annual MDTG ratios, as presented in Table 4, uti-
lizing Eq.19. Consequently, the Average Mobile Data Traffic
Growth (MDTG) across the years of 2012 to 2019 were eval-
uated using Eq.20. From the calculatedMDTG and MDT for
the year 2019, the MDT for the year 2020 was then predicted
by employing Eq.21. These data represents the total data
overall Malaysia. Thus, these data traffic were distributed
over the top four main operators (Maxis, Celcom, Digi and
U-Mobile) in Malaysia by applying Eq.35.

Doy = DyC
O
y (35)

where, Doy denotes the mobile data traffic for operator ‘‘o’’ in
the year ‘‘y’’; while CO

y is the operator capacity, which can be
evaluated by utilizing Eq.33.
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FIGURE 11. MDTG for different operators in Malaysia.

Based on these forecasted data, the mobile data traffic
growth for Malaysia between the years 2015 and 2020 were
presented in Figure 11. The presented results are for thewhole
country and the four main operators in Malaysia individually.
The results showed that the totalMDT forMalaysia is dramat-
ically high, reaching up to 2364.47 Petabytes for 2020. That
means the total MDT is expected to increase around eight-
times more than the year 2015. Moreover, this tremendous
surge in data demand (eight-times) will be required for every
operator as well. This fast growth can be attributed to several
factors; as illustrated in Section II.

FIGURE 12. MDTG for Malaysia and selected countries.

The predicted MDTG of Malaysia is also compared to the
MDTGof Indonesia, Thailand and Singapore; as predicted by
Analysys Mason [51] and presented in Figure 12. From these
predicted results, the average annual MDTG for Malaysia
will be 159% per year, while for Indonesia, Thailand and
Singapore it will be around 164%, 183% and 132%, respec-
tively. These results demonstrate that the growth rates exten-
sively vary from country to country, where Indonesia has the
highestMDTG rate, followed byMalaysia, then Thailand and
Singapore. In general, the significant escalation in mobile
data traffic will lead to the increase of the spectrum gap for
2020. The effect of the MDTG increment on the spectrum
gap was illustrated in Figure 13. These results were predicted
when all the other metrics (SNG, ANU, SEG and CAS) were
fixed, except for the MDTG metric. The results showed that

FIGURE 13. Spectrum gap versus mobile data traffic growth.

the increase in MDTG directly increases the spectrum gap,
which means if the MDTG is increased further, the spectrum
need will also increase as well. Therefore, the MDTG is
considered as one of the most significant metrics used in the
developed FSG model to estimate the spectrum gap in the
coming future.

FIGURE 14. Effect of ANU on the proposed SM ( MDTG = 300%;
SEG = 100%; SNG = 100% , CAS = 430 MHz, A = 1).

D. AVERAGE NETWORK UTILISATION

Average Network Utilisation also one of the significant input
metrics used for forecasting the future required spectrum in
the proposedmodel. Figure 14 shows the relation between the
forecasted spectrum and spectrum gap with the ANU. From
the presented results it has been absorbed that the relationship
between the forecasted spectrum and spectrum gapwith ANU
is a linear relationship. For example, when the ANU around
55% the forecasted required spectrum and spectrum gap will
be 710 MHz and 280 MHz, respectively; while when the
ANU increases up to 95% the forecasted required spectrum
and spectrum gap will be increased to around 1097 MHz and
796 MHz, respectively. These results show the significant
effect of ANU on the forecasted spectrum and spectrum gap
in future.

E. SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY GROWTH

In addition to the enhancements provided by increasing
the sites number, the spectrum efficiency growth is also
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FIGURE 15. Network coverage of diverse technologies types in Malaysia.

considered as a crucial metric that can fulfil future data
demands. SEG can contribute to reducing the forthcoming
spectrum needs. This can be performed by upgrading the
current networks (2G and 3G) to new technologies such as
the 4G (LTE and LTE-Advanced systems). Based on several
predicted studies [51], [52], all operators in Malaysia will
keep upgrading 2G and 3G sites to LTE and LTE-Advanced
sites; moreover, they will continuously install new LTE and
LTE-Advanced sites to fulfil the future surge in data demands.
These upgrades and new installations will offer more data and
higher spectrum efficiency, which will contribute to reducing
the spectrum need in 2020. Figure 15 displayed the predicted
network coverage for all technology types; such as the 2G,
3G and 4G+. The coverage percentages are estimated based
on the mobile connection number reported by GSMA for
every individual technology in Malaysia. From the results in
Figure 15, in 2015, the 3G was still the dominant network,
while the 4G was the less deployed network. However,
in 2020, the predicted coverage provided by the 4G will
increase, while the 2G and 3G networks will decrease. The
4G deployment in 2020 will reach up to 42% of the total
deployed networks, while the 2G and 3G will reduce to 18%
and 39%, respectively. This signifies that the deployment
of 4G networks in 2020 will be extended to 224% compared
to 2015, while the 2G and 3G will reduce to 52% and 84%,
respectively, as compared to 2015. This increase in the pre-
dicted coverage provided by 4G and 4G+will offer additional
data and higher spectrum efficiency, which will reduce the
spectrum need as well.
These upgrades and new installations of the 4G net-

work coverage in 2020 will contribute to enhancing system
performance in general, especially spectrum efficiency; as
illustrated in Figure 16. This enhancement is normally due

FIGURE 16. Spectrum efficiency for different MNOs types in Malaysia.

to the increase of sector numbers, implementing massive
MIMO and highermodulation schemes; such as 64-QAMand
254-QAM. The results portrayed that the extension of the 4G
network coverage in 2020 will contribute to the enhancement
of spectrum efficiency by up to 167% on average overall
operators. Therefore, upgrading 4G networks to 42% and
reducing 2G and 3G coverage to 18% and 39%, respectively,
will enhance spectrum efficiency 1.67 times more compared
to 2015. This enhancement in spectrum efficiency will con-
tribute to meeting future data demands, which will lead to the
reduction of the spectrum gap as well.

TABLE 5. Allocated spectrum band for every operator in Malaysia [76].

F. CURRENT AVAILABLE SPECTRUM

The current available spectrum is the licensed frequency band
that has been allocated to every telecommunication operator
by the regulator, which is known as MCMC in Malaysia.
The MCMC is the Malaysian agency that regulates, manages
and monitors the use of frequency spectrum in communi-
cation and multimedia industries [76]. Table 5 illustrated
the allocated spectrum by MCMC for four main telecom-
munication operators in Malaysia: Maxis, Celcom, Digi and
U-mobile [76]. The huge growth in mobile services and
applications has led to the dramatic increase of spectrum
needs. These accessible spectrums are continuously extended
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TABLE 6. Data of the five main input parameters used for forecasting the required spectrum in Malaysia.

in order to meet the rapid increase of various mobile ser-
vices; such as the internet, video streaming and the exces-
sive amounts of various application services. The massive
surge in mobile services has led to the dramatic increase
of spectrum needs. Consequently, the increase of the cur-
rently available spectrum is essentially reflecting the sizable
increase of mobile services and applications. Thus, these total
spectrum bands illustrated in Table 5 were used as input data
for forecasting the required spectrum for Malaysia’s future.

G. FORECASTED SPECTRUM

Forecasted Spectrum (FS) is known as the total spectrum
required in future which can be forecasted based on dif-
ferent market data. This section presented the forecasted
spectrum needed by Malaysia in 2020. The forecast was
performed based on a new developed spectrum forecasting
model, which depends on five main metrics; as illustrated
in subsection (III). These five metrics have a direct and
inverse relationship with the forecasted spectrum; as briefly
summarized in Table 2. Based on these metrics, the required
spectrum for Malaysia was forecasted utilizing Eq.7, and
the spectrum gap was calculated using Eq.8. The forecast
was performed for four main operators in Malaysia (Maxis,
Celcom, Digi and U-Mobile), which account for approx-
imately 95% of the Malaysian mobile market share
GSMA [52]. The current and historical market data used to
perform the spectrum gap analysis are collected from sources
such as MCMC, OpenSignal, Analysys Mason, GSMA and
HUAWEI. For example, the input historical site numbers
data, from the year 2007 until 2014, for various operators in
Malaysia has been collected from the MCMC annual report
2015 [74]. The number of users and mobile connections for
each operator, from 2015 until 2020, have been collected
from GSMA [52]. Each operator has a different number
of users (MAXIS has thirteen million users, CELCOM has
eleven million users, while DIGI has seven million users
in 2015). Regarding the mobile network traffic, it has been
collected from Analysys Mason forecasting report [51].The
main data of the five input parameters that were used in
forecasting the required spectrum are illustrated in Table 6.

That data is for the four main operators in Malaysia. The
prediction was executed for every individual operator, and
the total forecasted spectrum was combined to present the
entire spectrum needed for Malaysia, as illustrated in Table 6.
In 2017, the total current available spectrum allocated to
all MNOs in Malaysia is 650 MHz. Based on this current
value and when utilizing the developed model, the required
spectrum for MBB in Malaysia by 2020 was forecasted.

FIGURE 17. The forecasted spectrum for MBB in Malaysia.

Figure 17 shows the forecasted spectrum needed by the
proposed model for the years 2016 and 2020. These results
are presented to prove the validity of the proposed model.
From the presented results it can be absorbed that, the fore-
casted required spectrum by our model for the years 2016,
2017 and 2018 are still less than what was allocated by
MCMC [76]. Whereas, the actual allocated spectrum by
MCMC in Malaysia for the years 2016, 2017 and 2018 is
650 MHz. This allocated spectrum is still sufficient at the
instant, even though part of it still has not be used. Since the
forecasted spectrum for these three years is less than what
was allocated by MCMC, the proposed model seems to be
more accurate and that gives an indication of the validity of
our model. Moreover, the forecasted spectrum results were
submitted to the spectrum division of Malaysia regulator,
MCMC (http://www.mcmc.gov.my), and they have verified
the forecasted results and compared the results with what
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actually Malaysia need in 2020 based on their experience and
prediction. Then, they have approved the forecasted results.
Based on that, WCC with MCMC together published that
results in a white paper [73].

FIGURE 18. The current and forecasted spectrum for MBB in Malaysia.

FIGURE 19. Current and forecasted spectrum for three neighboring
countries to Malaysia.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 displayed the current available
spectrum, the required spectrum and the Spectrum Gap
needed in 2020 for Malaysia and for other three selected
neighbouring countries, respectively. The presented results
for Malaysia is based on our developed model, while the
results presented for the three neighbouring countries: Sin-
gapore [75] Thailand [75] Indonesia [75] were predicted by
utilizing Pyramid Research model [61]. The results indicated
that the required spectrum needed for Malaysia in 2020 will
reach up to 957 MHz. Since the total available spectrum
allocated inMalaysia is currently 650MHz, the spectrum gap
in 2020 will be 307 MHz. Consequently, by 2020, Malaysia
will need around 307 MHz of additional spectrum to fulfil
the high increase of data demands. This predicted result for
Malaysia seems to be close to that was predicted for Singa-
pore with little bit difference.
For future spectrum needs forecasting problem, one of

the open problem is that we are unable to define any cost
function, e.g. Mean Square Error (MSE), to evaluate the
forecast error. This is because there are no true spectrum
needs data available for past, current and future years. The
only available data is the amount of spectrum allocated in

the country, e.g. The Malaysia regulatory agency MCMC
allocated 650MHz spectrum for mobile broadband in 2016.
Figure 17 shows the forecasted spectrum needs by our pro-
posed model in Malaysia for 2016-2020. We can see that if
the allocated spectrum of 650MHz remain the same till 2020,
our model forecasted that the spectrum needs are sufficient
only until 2018, while more spectrum should be allocated by
2019 onward.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOLUTIONS

The much needed spectrum gap is becoming a serious issue
which requires consideration by both regulators (MCMC) and
operators in order to establish the best solution that can fulfil
the data demands of future. Meeting these data requirements
can be achieved through several methods. A few solutions that
can significantly help solve this issue include:

A. Finding a potential spectrum band
B. Off-loading mobile data traffic to unlicensed bands
C. Increasing sites number growth
D. Enhancing spectral efficiency growth

The last three solutions can solve data demands without
the need for any additional spectrum bands. The details of
the potential spectrum band and the effect of the last three
solutions were illustrated in the following subsections.

A. POTENTIAL SPECTRUM BANDS PROPOSAL TO BE

RELEASED IN MALAYSIA

From 2015 to 2018, Malaysia had 630 MHz of spectrum
allotted to mobile services [74], [76]. However, as discussed
in subsection G under section IV, roughly 307 MHz of addi-
tional spectrum is needed for the year 2020. The expectation
is even more when the Internet-of-Things (IoT), Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communication and all 5G’s applications
arrive. To support the explosive traffic increase and higher
performance expectations in Malaysia, two potential bands
can be employed. The candidate frequency bands available
for identifying the spectrum for future development of IMT
and IMT-Advanced systems were illustrated in the proposed
timeline in Figure 20. These two spectrum bands include
700 MHz and 1.4 GHz; which are highly anticipated under
WRC-15.

FIGURE 20. Potential bands target to be released in Malaysia.

1) 700 MHz

This band is an important swathe of spectrum due to its
excellent propagation characteristic, allowing its signals to
easily penetrate buildings and walls. The 700 MHz signals
are widely used to cover larger geographical areas (rela-
tive to higher frequency bands) for broadcasting services.
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The switch-over to digital television provides terrestrial
broadcasters with significantly more capacity for additional
channels or high definition television. For FDD arrange-
ments, the spectrum should be allocated as in the following:

� A lower guard band of 5 MHz should be allocated from
698 MHz.

� An upper guard band of 3MHz should be allocated from
803 MHz.

From Figure 21 (a), an amount of 90 MHz (2 × 45 MHz)
spectrum can be provided from the 700 MHz band to IMT.
Four blocks paired with the combination size of 10 MHz
and 15 MHz are suggested and will be conducted by oper-
ators. An arrangement could be proposed, as illustrated
in Figure 21(b):

FIGURE 21. Proposed 700 MHz spectrum allocation of Region 3.

Spectrum in the 700 MHz band became available, likely
around 2018, when broadcasters in Malaysia stop transmit-
ting analogue signals over the spectrum and move to the
lower band of 470 MHz and 694 MHz. MYTV Broadcast-
ing or MYTV, owned by Altel Communications, is the first
to broadcast free digital terrestrial television, and they had
already launched their services in August 2016. Numerous
benefits can be attained from using this 700 MHz band
for IMT; for instance, the coverage radius is expected to
be at least two times that of 1800 MHz and equivalent to
12 times the coverage area. It ultimately facilitates the emerg-
ing mobile broadband in new markets, rural areas and within
buildings.

2) 1.4 GHz (L-BAND)

The characteristic of the L-band could provide a good com-
bination of mobile coverage and capacity. It functions below
the 1GHz band, which may be insufficient to address wider
capacity needs. The frequency bands of 1427-1518 MHz is
previously used for marketable IMT services in Japan [77].
In other countries, the frequency range is mainly employed
for fixed links and radar, programs, special media events
and aeronautical telemetry services. Figure 22 showed the

FIGURE 22. L-Band frequency allocation in Malaysia.

frequency allocation for the L-band in Malaysia, currently
only occupying the spectrum of 1452-1492 MHz.

Various regional and international countries have started
to re-farm the L-band (1427–1518 MHz) to cater to MBB
services. Currently, there are two main band plan proposals
on how to use the L-band for MBB: FDD band plan proposed
by Japan and unpaired band plan to support SDL (Supple-
mentary Downlink) mode proposed by European countries.
In Europe, the Electronic Communication Committee (ECC)
has harmonized part of the L-band (1452-1492 MHz), as
illustrated in Figure 23, to allow individual countries to adopt
this spectrum for SDL. 3GPP is yet to decide on the band
plans for the L-band.

FIGURE 23. Proposed 1400 MHz spectrum allocation.

After acquiring and considering the spectrum from bands
700-MHz and 1.4 GHz, a total of 130 MHz additional spec-
trum is recommended for MBB services; as summarized
in Table 7 and Figure 24.

TABLE 7. Summary of the spectrum allocation from band 700 MHz and
1.4 GHz.

B. OFF-LOADING MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC

Fulfilling future mobile data demands is not only solved by
finding a new spectrum band, but can be further addressed
with other solutions. One solution would be off-loading
mobile data traffic onto unlicensed bands. Off-loading
means transferring some of the cellular network data traf-
fic to the network that is working on unlicensed bands.
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FIGURE 24. Total new spectrum and remaining spectrum gap.

For example, mobile data traffic of licensed cellular networks
(2G, 3G and 4G) can be delivered over unlicensed networks
such as Wi-Fi and Femtocell. This off-loading solution will
solve data traffic growth. Furthermore, it will provide addi-
tional advantages such as providing better coverage, faster
connections, increased capacity, save battery since the user is
close to the Access Point (AP) and have reliable connection
(better connectivity).

FIGURE 25. Effect of offloading mobile data traffic onto unlicensed band
for reducing the required licensed spectrum.

Figure 25 displayed the effect of off-loading mobile data
traffic to unlicensed spectrum bands. The results demon-
strated the relationship between the spectrum gap in 2020 and
the increase of off-loading mobile data to unlicensed bands.
It can be noted that when the off-loading ratio increases,
the spectrum gap decreases. For example, if 13 % of the pre-
dicted mobile data in 2020 is off-loaded onto Wi-Fi or fem-
tocell networks, the spectrum gap will reduce by 12%.
Similarly, off-loading 50% of mobile data traffic onto Wi-Fi
and femtocell networks will reduce mobile data traffic of cel-
lular networks from 2364.47 Petabytes to 745.44 Petabytes.
That will lower the spectrum gap in 2020 by 50%, as com-
pared to the year 2015.
As a result, off-loading mobile data traffic onto unli-

censed bands will significantly diminish the spectrum gap
for the coming years. Accordingly, if operators off-load
50% of mobile data traffic onto unlicensed bands, the spec-
trum gap will reduce to 479MHz corresponding to 50%
gain saved as compared to 957MHz with 0.0% off-loading.

Thus, off-loading mobile data traffic onto unlicensed bands
can be considered as a relevant strategy to solve the future
spectrum gap.

FIGURE 26. Effect of sites number growth for reducing the required
licensed spectrum.

C. EFFECT OF SITES NUMBER GROWTH

Similar to the off-loading solution, the growth of sites num-
bers will also contribute to addressing mobile data traffic and
reducing the spectrum gap in future. In Figure 18, the pre-
dicted spectrum gap for Malaysia was estimated based on
the average of 200% of sites number growth; as illustrated in
subsection G under section IV. However, if the sites number
growth increases, then the offered mobile data traffic will
definitely increase, leading to decreasing licensed spectrum
gap. Figure 26 illustrated the effect of sites number growth
on the licensed spectrum gap. The results indicated that
when the site number growth is increased, the spectrum gap
will decrease. For instance, by increasing the sites number
growth to 426%, the licensed spectrum gap will scale down
to 409MHz. This is a highly significant result, which reduced
the needing of a future spectrum to 57 % in 2020.

One of the main challenges that faces this solution is
the cost of implementing new base stations. For example,
extending the deployment of sites to N-times more with the
exact spectrum quantity and similar kind of Radio Access
Technology (RAT) will demand N-times more network costs.
There are also other challenges that face this solution; in
several countries, MNOs face limited or too much rule on
infrastructure deployment. This rule limits mobile operators’
ability to install new sites and that leads to an increase in
infrastructure sharing. Nonetheless, the Sites NumberGrowth
can be considered as one solution which can curtail the future
spectrum gap.

D. EFFECT OF SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY GROWTH

Spectrum Efficiency is another great solution for addressing
the spectrum gap. The normal average expected growth of
spectrum efficiency in 2020 can reach up to 160%; as illus-
trated in subsection G under section IV. This growth con-
tributes to decreasing the licensed spectrum need to 957MHz
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for 2020; as illustrated in Figure 18. However, there is a
possibility of increasing spectrum efficiency up to 200%,
which is 2-times more compared to 2015. This can be done by
upgrading total networks to LTE and LTE-Advanced systems
while considering a high modulation scheme and implement-
ing 4 × 4 MIMO.

FIGURE 27. Effect of enhancing spectrum efficiency for reducing the
required spectrum in Malaysia’s future.

This upgrade will enhance spectral efficiency, which will
contribute to reducing the future spectrum requirement since
the spectrum gap possesses an inverse relationship with spec-
tral efficiency. Figure 27 illustrated the effect of the rela-
tionship between spectral efficiency and the spectrum gap.
From the results, it can be seen that if spectrum efficacy is
enhanced up to 200%, the spectrum needed can be reduced
from 957MHz to 766 MHz. This will downsize the spectrum
gap by 36% for Malaysia in 2020. Thus, operators should
consider spectrum efficiency growth as one solution for future
spectrum decline, especially if there are no spectrum bands
available in the country.
All proposed solutions can be considered to address the

spectrum gap in the coming years. However, if operators
cannot implement the suggested solution to the maximum,
they can implement them partially by considering the cost.
For instance, operators can off-load only 25% of mobile data
traffic to unlicensed bandswhichwill reduce 45%of the spec-
trum gap. Moreover, they can increase the number of sites
to 250% only, which will reduce the spectrum gap by 43%
as compare to the actual prediction in subsection G under
section IV. The spectrum efficiency can further be enhanced
to 180%, which will provide a 20% reduction of the spectrum
gap in 2020. These partial solutions can significantly address
the future spectrum gap dilemma.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, a new forecasting spectrum model was devel-
oped to estimate the spectrum gap depending on five main
input metrics: the CAS, SNG, DTG, ANU and SEG. This
model was used to estimate and analyses the spectrum gap
for Malaysia in 2020 based on four major MTNs: Maxis,
Celcom, Digi and U Mobile. The analysis began by studying
the network performance to show the enhancements pro-

vided by 4G over 3G networks. That supplied the compre-
hension of current MBB performance and the actual user
MBB experience in Malaysia. Next, the sites number growth,
mobile data traffic growth, average network utilization, spec-
trum efficiency growth and current spectrum available were
presented and discussed to illustrate the radical expansion
of these main metrics. Based on this study, it can be con-
cluded that by 2020, mobile data traffic in Malaysia will
reach up to 2364.47 Petabytes per year, which is up from
295.72 Petabytes in 2015. That will be almost eight-time
more than 2015’s traffic. The predictable average sites num-
ber and spectrum efficiency growths over the periods 2015 to
2020 will reach up to 167% and 264%, respectively. Based
on these estimations, Malaysia will need around 307 MHz
of additional spectrum to fulfil the tremendous increase of
future data demands. The crucial need of the spectrum gap is
becoming a serious issuewhichmust be addressed to fulfil the
anticipated data demands. Meeting these data requirements
can be achieved by either finding a potential spectrum band,
off-loading mobile data traffic to unlicensed bands, increas-
ing sites number growth or enhancing spectral efficiency
growth. Implementing these recommendations should help
regulators and operators to address the future spectrum gap.
To demonstrate, two potential bands can be used to support
the explosive traffic increase and higher performance expec-
tations in Malaysia. The candidate frequency bands are avail-
able for identifying the spectrum for future development of
IMT and IMT-Advanced systems. These two spectrum bands
include 700 MHz and 1.4 GHz; which are highly anticipated
under WRC-15. In addition, off-loading 50% of mobile data
traffic onto Wi-Fi and femtocell networks will reduce mobile
data traffic of cellular networks from 2364.47 Petabytes
to 745.44 Petabytes. This will slash the required spectrum
gap by 50% in 2020 as compared to the year 2015. Also,
increasing the sites number growth to 426% will diminish
the required licensed spectrum by 57%. These are highly sig-
nificant results, which resolves the need for further spectrum
in 2020. Similarly, enhancing spectrum efficiency up to 200%
will reduce the required licensed spectrum in 2020 by around
36%. All proposed solutions can be considered to address the
future spectrum gap dilemma. However, if operators cannot
implement the suggested solutions to the maximum, they
can at least partially implement them, taking the cost into
consideration. The main limitations in this developed model
can be in the collection of input data from various accurate
resources. Whereas, some of the operators and developers
will not easily share their historical data with the academic
researchers.
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